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Abstract
We present a generic mediator, called PlatΩ, between text-editors and proof assistants. PlatΩ aims
at integrated support for the development, publication, formalization, and veriﬁcation of mathematical
documents in a natural way as possible: The user authors his mathematical documents with a scientiﬁc
WYSIWYG text-editor in the informal language he is used to, that is a mixture of natural language and
formulas. These documents are then semantically annotated preserving the textual structure by using the
ﬂexible, parameterized proof language which we present. From this informal semantic representation PlatΩ
automatically generates the corresponding formal representation for a proof assistant, in our case Ωmega.
The primary task of PlatΩ is the maintenance of consistent formal and informal representations during
the interactive development of the document.
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1

Introduction

Unlike computer algebra systems, mathematical proof assistance systems have
not yet achieved considerable recognition and relevance in mathematical practice.
Clearly, the functionalities and strengths of these systems are generally not suﬃciently developed to attract mathematicians on the edge of research. For applications in e-learning and engineering contexts their capabilities are often suﬃcient,
though. However, even for these applications signiﬁcant progress is still required,
1571-0661/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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in particular with respect to the usability of these systems. One signiﬁcant shortcoming of the current systems is that they are not fully integrated into or accessible
from within standard mathematical text-editors.
For purposes such as tutoring mathematics, communicating or publishing mathematical documents, the content is in practice usually encoded using common mathematical representation languages by employing standard mathematical text editors.
Proof assistance systems, in contrast, require fully formal representations and are
not yet suﬃciently linked with these standard mathematical text-editors. Therefore, rather than developing a new user interface for the mathematical assistance
system Ωmega [24], we propose a generic way of extending Ωmega to serve as a
mathematical service provider for scientiﬁc text-editors.
‘If the mountain won’t come to Mohammed, Mohammed must go to the mountain.’
Our approach allows the user to write his mathematical documents in the language he is used to, that is a mixture of natural language and formulas. These
documents can then be semantically annotated preserving the textual structure by
using the ﬂexible parameterized proof language we present. From this semantic representation PlatΩ automatically builds up the corresponding formal representation
in Ωmega and takes further care of the maintenance of consistent versions.
The formal representation allows the underlying proof assistance system to support the user in various ways, including the management of mathematical deﬁnitions, theorems and proofs, as well as the access to automatic theorem provers,
computer algebra systems, and other mathematical tools in order to automatically
verify conclusions and computations made by the user and to suggest possible corrections. These functionalities can be provided through PlatΩ by context-sensitive
service menus in order to support the interactive development of mathematical documents at a high level of abstraction.
On the one hand, these services could include the possibility to automatically
generate parts of the proof as well as computations in order to disburden the user of
taking care about cumbersome details and to let him concentrate on the substantial
parts of the proof. Thus, menu interaction may lead to changes of the formal representation which are reﬂected by PlatΩ in changes of the semantic representation
in the document. On the other hand, further proof development in the text-editor
leads to changes in the document which are propagated by PlatΩ to changes in
the formal representation in Ωmega.
Altogether, this approach allows for the incremental, interactive development of
mathematical documents which in addition can be formally validated by Ωmega,
hence obtaining veriﬁed mathematical documents. This approach is generally independent of the proof assistance system as well as the text-editor. Nevertheless the
scientiﬁc WYSIWYG text-editor TEXmacs [27] provides professional type-setting
and supports authoring with powerful macro deﬁnition facilities like in LATEX. It
moreover allows for the deﬁnition of plug-ins that automatically process the document and is thus especially well-suited for an integration of PlatΩ.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview on the Ωmega
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system in order to more concretely motivate our setting. Section 3 introduces the
mediator PlatΩ with a focus on the interfaces to the text-editor and the proof
assistance system. A working example is presented in Section 4 that illustrates the
integration of PlatΩ into a scientiﬁc text editor like for example TEXmacs. The
paper concludes with an overview on related work (Section 5) and a summary of
the major results in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries: Ωmega, Maya, and the Task Layer

The development of the proof assistance system Ωmega is one of the major attempts
to build an all encompassing assistance tool for the working mathematician or for
the formal work of a software engineer. It is a representative of systems in the
paradigm of proof planning and combines interactive and automated proof
construction for domains with rich and wellstructured mathematical knowledge (see Figure on
the right). The Ωmega-system is currently under re-development where, among others, it is augmented by the development graph manager Maya
and the underlying natural deduction calculus is replaced with the CoRe-calculus [4].
The Maya system [8] supports an evolutionary
formal development by allowing users to specify and
verify developments in a structured manner, it incorporates a uniform mechanism for veriﬁcation inthe-large to exploit the structure of the speciﬁcation, and it maintains the veriﬁcation work already done when changing the speciﬁcation. Proof assistance systems
like Ωmega rely on mathematical knowledge formalized in structured theories of
deﬁnitions, axioms and theorems. The Maya system is the central component in
the new Ωmega system that takes care about the management of change of these
theories via its OMDoc-interface [19].
The CoRe-calculus supports proof development directly at the assertion
level [17], where proof steps are justiﬁed in terms of applications of deﬁnitions,
axioms, theorems or hypotheses (collectively called assertions). It provides the logical basis for the so-called Task Layer [14], that is an instance of the new proof
datastructure (Pds) [5]. The Task Layer is the central component for computerbased proof construction in Ωmega. It oﬀers a uniform proof construction interface
to both the human user and the automated proof search procedures Multi [21] and
Ωants [9,26]. The nodes of the Pds are annotated with tasks, which are Gentzenstyle multi-conclusion sequents augmented by means to deﬁne multiple foci of attention on subformulas that are maintained during the proof. Each task is reduced
to a possibly empty set of subtasks by one of the following proof construction steps:
(1) the introduction of a proof sketch [30] 1 , (2) deep structural rules for weakening
and decomposition of subformulas, (3) the application of a lemma that can be pos1

In the old Ωmega system this was realized by using so-called Island-methods.
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tulated on the ﬂy, (4) the substitution of meta-variables, and (5) the application of
an inference. Inferences are the basic reasoning steps of the Task Layer, and comprise assertion applications, proof planning methods or calls to external theorem
provers or computer algebra systems (see [14,6] for more details about the Task
Layer).
A formal proof requires to break down abstract proof steps to the CoRe calculus level by replacing each abstract step by a sequence of calculus steps. This
has usually the eﬀect that a formal proof consists of many more steps than a corresponding informal proof of the same conjecture. Consequently, if we manually
construct a formal proof many interaction steps are typically necessary. Formal
proof sketches [30] in contrast allow the user to perform high level reasoning steps
without having to justify them immediately. The underlying idea is that the user
writes down only the interesting parts of the proof and that the gaps between these
steps are ﬁlled in later, ideally fully automatically (see also [24]). Proof sketches
are thus a highly relevant for a mediator like PlatΩ whose task it is to support the
transition to fully formal representations from an informal proof in a mathematical
document via intermediate representations of underspeciﬁed proof sketches.

3

The PLATΩ System

The mediator PlatΩ is designed to run either locally as a plugin for a particular
text-editor or as a mathematical service provider which text editors could access
through the web. In order to manage diﬀerent text-editor clients as well as diﬀerent
documents in the same client, we integrated session management into PlatΩ. The
text-editor may request a unique session key which it has to provide as an argument
for any further interaction in this particular session.
PlatΩ is connected with the text-editor by an informal representation language
which ﬂexibly supports the usual textual structure of mathematical documents. Furthermore, this semantic annotation language, called proof language (PL), allows for
underspeciﬁcation as well as alternative (sub)proof attempts. In order to generate
the formal counterpart of a PL representation, PlatΩ separates theory knowledge
like deﬁnitions, axioms and theorems from proofs. The theories are formalized in
the development graph language (DL), which is close to the OMDoc theory language supported by the Maya system, whereas the proofs are transformed into the
tasklayer language (TL) which describes the Pds instance of the Task Layer.
Hence, PlatΩ is connected with the proof assistance system Ωmega by a formal
representation close to its internal datastructure.
Besides the transformation of complete documents, it is essential to be able to
propagate small changes from an informal PL representation to the formal DL/TL
one and the way back. If we always perform a global transformation, we would on
the one hand rewrite the whole document in the text-editor which means to lose
large parts of the natural language text written by the user. On the other hand we
would reset the datastructure of the proof assistance system to the abstract level
of proof sketches. For example, any already developed expansion towards calculus
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Figure 1. PlatΩ mediates between natural mathematical texts and the proof assistant Ωmega

level or any computation result from external systems would be lost. Therefore,
one of the most important aspects of PlatΩ’s architecture is the propagation of
changes.
The formal representation ﬁnally allows the underlying proof assistance system
to support the user in various ways. PlatΩ provides the possibility to interact
through context-sensitive service menus. If the user selects an object in the document, PlatΩ requests service actions from the proof assistance system regarding
the formal counterparts of the selected object. Hence, the mediator needs to maintain the mapping between objects in the informal language PL and the formal
languages DL and TL.
In particular, the proof assistance system could support the user by suggesting
possible inference applications for a particular proof situation. Since the computation of all inference argument instantiations may take a long time, a multi-level
menu with the possibility of lazy evaluation is required. PlatΩ supports the execution of nested actions inside a service menu which may result in a change description
for this menu.
Through service menus the user may get access to automatic theorem provers
and computer algebra systems which could automatically verify conclusions and
computations and suggest possible corrections. These and many more functionalities are supported by PlatΩ through its mechanism to propagate changes as well as
the possibility of custom answers to the user of the text-editor. Altogether, the mediator PlatΩ is designed to support the interactive development of mathematical
documents at a high level of abstraction.
3.1

PlatΩ’s Interfaces

PlatΩ provides abstract interfaces to the text-editor and the proof assistance system (see also Fig. 1). Before we discuss their design and realization, we ﬁrst present
the functionalities of PlatΩ from the perspective of the text-editor. PlatΩ’s
methods are:
•

Initialize a session: plato:init starts a new session in PlatΩ
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•

Upload a document: plato:upload uploads a whole document in the informal language PL, from which PlatΩ builds up the formal representations DL
and TL. If a document has already been uploaded, PlatΩ performs an internal
diﬀerence analysis using a semantic based diﬀerencing mechanism [22] and then
proceeds as with patching the document.

•

Patch a document: plato:patch patches an already uploaded document in the
informal language PL with patch information given in the XUpdate standard
(see Section 3.2). PlatΩ transforms this patch information into patches for the
formal representations DL and TL, which are used to patch the datastructure of
the proof assistance system.

•

Request a menu: plato:service requests a menu for an object in the informal
language PL inside the document. The response is either a menu in the service
language SL (or an error message). PlatΩ uses its maptable relating objects
in PL with objects in DL and TL to requests service support from the proof
assistance system for the latter.

•

Execute a menu action: plato:execute triggers the execution of an action
with its actual arguments. The result can be a patch for the current menu, a
patch for the document or a custom answer (or an error message). The purpose
is to evaluate an action inside a menu. This style of responses oﬀers quite many
interaction possibilities: If the selected action was nested somewhere in the menu,
the proof assistance system will usually modify the menu. This will be propagated by PlatΩ to a corresponding response which only modiﬁes the menu and
leaves the patch for the document and the custom answer empty. If the selected
action was situated on top level of the menu, the execution in the proof assistance
system will more likely change the formal representation. Anyhow, PlatΩ propagates these changes to changes in the informal presentation of the text-editor,
such that the response will usually remove the menu and patch the document appropriately. The custom answer leaves room for arbitrary interaction possibilities
like knowledge retrieval or natural language feedback.

•

Close a session: plato:close terminates a session.
A detailed descriptions of PlatΩ’s interface functions is given in Appendix A.

3.2

Interface to the Text-Editor and Proof Assistance System

The goal of PlatΩ is to lay a compatible foundation for a text-editor interface
across diﬀerent environments. It should be a clean, extensible interface that is very
simple and easy to implement such that it could quickly be adapted to run with any
scientiﬁc text editor on any operating system. Therefore we decided to represent
the mathematical document as well as the service menus in XML [11], the patches
for documents and menus in the XUpdate update language [20] and to use XMLRPC [31] as interface protocol. XUpdate [20] is an XML update language which
uses XML to encode its updates and the expression language XPath [10] to select
elements for processing. An update may contain the following types of elements
relevant for PlatΩ: insert-before, insert-after, append, update, remove. All
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operations in an update have to be applied in parallel to the target document.
XML-RPC is a remote procedure call protocol which uses XML to encode its calls
and HTTP as a transport mechanism. It is a very simple protocol, deﬁning only
a handful of data types and commands, and its entire two page description can be
found at [31].
The Ωmega system is implemented in Lisp. Therefore, we decided to implement
the interface to Ωmega, which provides Lisp functions for each PlatΩ method, in
Lisp too. These functions operate only on the formal representation of the mathematical document and they will be illustrated in more detail in the next Section.
PlatΩ allows to start, stop and manage multiple servers in parallel for the same
proof assistance instance. Generally, we aim at an approach that is independent of
the particular proof assistance system to be integrated. Therefore the proof language as well as the service menu language are parameterized over the sublanguages
for deﬁnitions, formulas, references and menu argument content. Extending these
sublanguages allows to scale up the power of the whole system regarding representation capabilities as well as service functionalities. As soon as there will be signiﬁcant
progress in the area of natural language analysis, one could even allow full natural
language in these sublanguages. Thus PlatΩ is designed to support the evolution
of the underlying proof assistance system towards an ideal mathematical assistance
system. We will present some more aspects of this more general viewpoint in the
next Section. The focus, however, is on the integration of the Ωmega system into
the scientiﬁc WYSIWYG text-editor TEXmacs.

4

A Working Example

In this section we will evaluate the mediator PlatΩ in combination with Ωmega
and TEXmacs. We will illustrate all available methods of PlatΩ by discussing a
working example in the theory of Simple Sets.
In this paper, we describe the mediation between the informal representation in
the text-editor and the formal representation in the proof assistance system on an
abstract level. All details on the communicated documents, patch descriptions and
menus for this example can be found in [28].
Since the TEXmacs interface for proof assistance systems is under continuous
development, a PlatΩ plugin for TEXmacs has been developed by the Ωmega
group that maps the interface functions of PlatΩ to the current ones of TEXmacs
and which deﬁnes a style ﬁle for PL macros in TEXmacs. In the following example,
we use this plugin to establish a connection between TEXmacs and PlatΩ’s XMLRPC server.
First of all, the text-editor TEXmacs initializes a new session by calling the
method plato:init together with a client name, for example ”texmacs#1”. The
resulting session name has to be saved by the text-editor in order to use it for the
following communication with PlatΩ.
In the text-editor, we have written an example document with the semantic
annotation language PL (deﬁned in [28]). The theory Simple Sets in this document
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Figure 2. Theory Simple Sets in TEXmacs

contains for example deﬁnitions and axioms for subset, set=, union and intersection.
Fig. 2 shows the theory as seen in TEXmacs and Fig. 3 shows the encoding of this
theory in TEXmacs with PlatΩ macros.
Furthermore, we have written a theory Distributivity in Simple Sets which imports all knowledge from the ﬁrst theory Simple Sets. This second theory consists
of a theorem about the Distributivity of intersection. The user has already started
a proof for this theorem by introducing two subgoals. Fig. 4 shows the theory as
seen in TEXmacs and Fig. 5 shows the encoding of this theory in TEXmacs.
By pressing a keyboard shortcut, the user can always easily switch between
both views in the text-editor. The PL macros contained in the document must be
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Figure 3. Encoding of Theory Simple Sets in TEXmacs

provided by the user 2 and are used to automatically extract the corresponding PL
document, the informal representation of the document for PlatΩ.
Uploading this PL document with plato:upload, PlatΩ separates theory
knowledge like deﬁnitions, axioms and theorems from proofs and starts generating the formal representation.
On the one hand, PlatΩ creates a DL document containing deﬁnitions, axioms
and theorems in a representation close to OMDoc. On the other hand, the proof is
transformed into a TL document, an abstract representation for the Pds instance
of the Task Layer in the proof assistance system.
From the DL document, the PlatΩ instance for Ωmega generates a theory
2

Currently this still requires some expertise about PL and the TEXmacs macro language. Future work
includes to provide better support for this task.
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Figure 4. Theory Distributivity in Simple Sets in TEXmacs

Figure 5. Encoding of Theory Distributivity in Simple Sets in TEXmacs

representation in OMDoc that Maya takes as input for the creation of a development graph. Fig. 6 shows the theories uploaded in Ωmega. For this evaluation
we use the old user interface LΩui [25] to visualize the status of Ωmega. The user
interacts of course only with the text-editor. The old LΩui interface, including the
display of Maya’s development graphs, shall be entirely replaced by TEXmacs and
PlatΩ. They are only presented in this paper to show the internal representation
obtained from TEXmacs via PlatΩ. From the TL document, the PlatΩ instance
for Ωmega builds up the concrete datastructure of the Task Layer (see Fig. 7).
The upload procedure has terminated successfully with the complete generation
of the formal representation in the proof assistance system, hence PlatΩ returns
”OK”.
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Figure 6. Theory Simple Sets in Ωmega

Figure 7. Partial Proof of Theorem Distributivity of intersection in Ωmega

Further developing the document, the user has started to prove the ﬁrst subgoal
by deriving a new subgoal and introducing an assumption (see Fig. 8). This modiﬁcation of the encoding of the document (see Fig. 9) has to be propagated by PlatΩ
to the formal representation in Ωmega. In general, the diﬀerence with respect to
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Figure 8. Modiﬁcation of the Proof in TEXmacs by the User

Figure 9. Modiﬁcation of the Encoding of the Proof in TEXmacs by the User

the last synchronized version of the document should be computed and send to
PlatΩ by using plato:patch. At the moment, TEXmacs is not able to compute
this diﬀerence, therefore the whole document is send again by plato:upload and
PlatΩ computes the diﬀerence.
The diﬀerence of the informal PL document is then transformed by PlatΩ to a
diﬀerence of the formal representations in DL and TL. Since the modiﬁcations do
not aﬀect theory knowledge, this transformation only results in modiﬁcations for
the intermediate representation and ﬁnally the representation of the Task Layer
proof data structure.
The PlatΩ instance for Ωmega uses this patch information to modify the Task
Layer rather than to completely rebuild it from scratch (see Fig. 10). The patch
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Figure 10. Modiﬁcation of the Proof in Ωmega by PlatΩ

Figure 11. Service Menu in TEXmacs requested by the User

procedure has terminated successfully, hence PlatΩ returns ”OK”. Altogether, the
user is able to synchronize his informal representation in the text-editor document
with the formal representation in the proof assistance system.
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Figure 12. Modiﬁcation of the Service Menu in TEXmacs by PlatΩ

Figure 13. Modiﬁcation of the Proof in Ωmega by the System

The next interesting feature of PlatΩ is the possibility of getting system support
from the underlying proof assistance system. Selecting the recently introduced
formula in the assumption, the user requests a service menu from PlatΩ.
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Figure 14. Modiﬁcation of the Encoding of the Proof in TEXmacs by PlatΩ

Requesting services for the corresponding task in the Task Layer, a list of
available inferences is returned to PlatΩ. In order to answer quickly to the texteditor, we generate nested actions that allow to incrementally compute the formulas
resulting from the application of an inference rather than to precompute all possible resulting formulas for all available inferences. For this example, the inferences
were manually generated in the proof assistance system, since the automatic inference generation from the theory knowledge in the development graph is still under
development.
The menu is displayed to the user in TEXmacs as shown in Fig. 11, where
we already expanded the action Apply Deﬁnition of intersection - to its
nested action Compute Results. Executing Compute Results calls the method
plato:execute in PlatΩ, which leads in the Task Layer to the computation of
all resulting formulas for the inference Deﬁnition of intersection -, deﬁned by
the corresponding axiom. PlatΩ tells the text-editor how to change the menu by
sending a patch description for the menu.
The user selects the desired formula (see Fig. 12) which triggers the application
of the top level inference and launches a plato:execute. PlatΩ calls the Task
Layer for the application of the selected inference in order to obtain the chosen
formula. The Task Layer performs the requested operation which typically modiﬁes the proof data structure (see Fig. 13). This modiﬁcation is transformed by the
PlatΩ instance for Ωmega into a patch description for the formal representation
in TL.
After that, PlatΩ transforms this TL patch into an IL patch and ﬁnally a PL
patch for the informal document in TEXmacs, which is then send to the text-editor.
Furthermore, the menu is closed by sending a patch description which removes it.
Currently, the new proof fragments are inserted together with additional predeﬁned
natural language fragments. However, we plan to integrate the natural language
proof presentation system P.rex [15] into PlatΩ, in order to generate true natural
language output for the proof steps added by the proof assistance system.
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Figure 15. Modiﬁcation of the Proof in TEXmacs by PlatΩ

The text-editor ﬁnally patches the encoding of the document (see Fig. 14) according to this patch description. Fig. 15 shows the patched document displayed in
TEXmacs.
Note that the user can change any part of the document, including the parts
generated by the proof assistance system. Due to the maintenance of consistent
versions, the further development of the document can be a mix of manual authoring
by the user and interactive authoring with the proof assistance system.
Last but not least, closing the document or the text-editor will close the active
session in PlatΩ and in the proof assistance system Ωmega by calling the method
plato:close. For this evaluation we chose a simple mathematical domain in order
to focus on the system behavior of the mediator. In general, the problem solving
capabilities only depend on the underlying proof assistance system. Cutting edge
proof assistance can be provided by extending the representational sublanguages
for complicated domains.

5

Related Work

The Automath project [13] of Nicolas de Bruijn and his idea of a mathematical
vernacular has to be mentioned as pioneering work in the ﬁeld. Similar to Automath, the Mizar 3 and Isar [29] projects aim at a well balanced compromise
between rigorous, formal representation languages suitable for machine processing
and human readable, natural representations. The “grammatical framework” approach (GF) [23] goes one step further and employs a λ-calculus based formalism
to deﬁne grammars consisting of an abstract and a concrete syntax. In the abstract
3

www.mizar.org
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syntax one can formally represent mathematical deﬁnitions, theorems and proofs
and check their correctness and the concrete syntax deﬁnes a mapping from the
abstract syntax into linguistic objects. A common problem of these approaches
are the diverging requirements of representation to the machine and the user side.
Automath as well as Mizar and Isar sacriﬁce readability to obtain machine processability. GF in contrast shows high readability as well as machine processability
but the supported fragment of natural language is far too small and inﬂexible to
allow mathematicians to use their familiar language.
Many mathematical assistance systems favor machine processability over human
authoring, while trying to enhance readability. This is done by separating input and
output language: the input language remains machine oriented whereas the output
language gets close to natural language. The system Pcoq [2] for example uses a
schematic approach to represent its output in quasi-natural language. The systems
Nuprl [16], Clam [1] and Ωmega/P.rex [15] go further and use natural language
processing techniques to generate true natural language output. Theorema [12]
is a system which strictly separates informal and formal parts in mathematical
documents: The user can input informal parts of text without any restriction but
these parts are not used for machine processing. The formal parts, however, have to
be written in the input language of the computer algebra system Mathematica.
In contrast to that, we suggest in our approach [7] a formal representation language for mathematical content detached from any particular logic or calculus. This
allows us to represent arbitrary content regardless of the underlying logic. Moreover,
the language allows us to represent both diﬀerent levels of concept and underspeciﬁcation and is thus particularly well-suited to represent proofs that are authored
in a natural way by human beings. Closely related to our approach is the MathLang project [18]. It also proposes a top-down approach starting from natural
mathematical texts towards machine processing. However, the MathLang project
so far concentrates mainly on supporting the analysis of the abstract representations based on type checking and, in contrast to our approach, the gap between real
theorem provers and mathematical assistance tools remains open.
To our knowledge there has not been any attempt to integrate a proof assistance
system with text-editors in the ﬂexible way as done via PlatΩ. All approaches described above do not consider the input document as an independent, ﬁrst-class
citizen with an internal state that has to be kept consistent with the formal representations in the proof assistance system while allowing arbitrary changes on each
side. The only work in that direction has been carried in the context of Proof
General [3]. In Proof General the user edits a central document in a suitable
editing environment, from which it can be evaluated by various tools, such as a
proof assistant, which checks whether the document contains valid proofs, or a renderer which typesets or renders the document into human oriented documentation
readable outwith the system. However, the system is only an interface to proof
assistance systems that process their input incrementally. Hence, the documents
edited in Proof General are processed incrementally in a top-down manner and
especially parts that have been processed by the proof assistance systems are locked
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and cannot be edited by the user. Furthermore, the documents are in the input format of the proof assistant rather than in the format of some type-setting program.
Though we have tried to design the functionalities and representation languages
in PlatΩ’s interface as general as possible, future work will have to show that
PlatΩ can be as easily adapted to diﬀerent proof assistants as is already possible
for Proof General.

6

Conclusion

The main contribution is the design and development of a generic mediator, called
PlatΩ, between text-editors and the proof assistance system Ωmega. The presented mediator allows the user to write his mathematical documents in the language he is used to, that is a mixture of natural language and formulas. These
documents are semantically annotated preserving the textual structure by using a
ﬂexible parameterized proof language. PlatΩ automatically builds up the corresponding formal representation in Ωmega and takes further care of the maintenance
of consistent versions while providing a mechanism to propagate changes between
both representations. All kinds of services of the underlying proof assistance system
regarding the formal representation can be provided through PlatΩ by contextsensitive service menus in order to support the interactive development of mathematical documents at a high level of abstraction. Altogether, PlatΩ contributes
to the evolution of proof assistance systems towards ideal mathematical assistance
systems.
In this paper we have illustrated how informal, natural proofs developed in the
text-editor are mapped to formal representations in Ωmega. Does this mapping
already imply that the informal proofs are validated? Clearly not, since Ωmega
proof sketches at the Task Layer may be unsound and only full expansion of these
proof sketches to the CoRe-calculus layer will assure soundness. In our approach,
this expansion can ideally be automated by Ωmega’s reasoning tools. However,
this clearly depends on the structural quality and the granularity of the informal
proof. And, of course, if the informal proof is wrong, the expansion will fail and an
interaction with the user to patch the proof is required.
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Appendix
A

PlatΩ’s Interfaces

In this section we provide detailed descriptions of PlatΩ’s abstract interface functions:
•

Initialize a session:
plato:init (client.name) ->

session.name

initializes a new session. It takes the client name (string) as only argument
and returns the session name (string) or an error message. The purpose is to
start a session in PlatΩ and in the proof assistance system in order to get a
session identiﬁer which can be used to indicate the working session in all following
interactions with PlatΩ. This is important, for example, if the text editor user
wants to get support for two or more documents, or if PlatΩ is launched as
mathematical service provider to allow text-editors the access over the web.
•

Upload a document:
plato:upload (session.name, document) ->

OK

uploads a whole document in the informal language PL. The arguments are the
session name (string), received previously by plato:init, and the document
(string). It returns a simple OK (boolean) or an error message. PlatΩ ﬁrst veriﬁes
the syntax of the document and then automatically builds up the corresponding
formal representations DL and TL, which are uploaded into the proof assistance
system. If a document has already been uploaded, PlatΩ performs an internal
diﬀerence analysis using a semantic based diﬀerencing mechanism [22] and then
proceeds as with patching the document.
•

Patch a document:
plato:patch (session.name, diff) ->

OK

patches an already uploaded document in the informal language PL with patch
information. The arguments are the session name (string) and the patch information (XUpdate, see Section 3.2). PlatΩ returns a simple OK (boolean) or
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an error message. PlatΩ transforms this patch information into patches for the
formal representations DL and TL, which are used to patch the datastructure of
the proof assistance system.
•

Request a menu:
plato:service (session.name, object.id) ->

menu

requests a menu for an object in the informal language PL inside the document.
The arguments are the session name (string) and the unique identiﬁer of the
selected object (string). The response is either a menu in the service language SL
(string) or an error message. The purpose is to use plato:service in order to
get a service menu from the proof assistance system with actions for the selected
object in the document. PlatΩ looks into his maptable for the corresponding
objects in the formal representation and requests service support from the proof
assistance system on these objects.
•

Execute a menu action:
plato:execute (session.name, action.id, arguments)
-> (menu.diff, document.diff, custom)
triggers the execution of an action with its evaluated arguments. The arguments
are the session name (string), the unique identiﬁer of the selected action (string)
and the arguments as a list of pairs with name (string) and value (string). It
returns a list with a patch for the current menu (string), a patch for the document
(string) and a custom answer (string), or an error message.

•

Close a session:
plato:close (session.name) ->

OK

closes a session. The argument is the session name (string). It returns a simple
OK (boolean) or an error message. The purpose is to terminate a session appropriately, such that PlatΩ as well as the proof assistance system are able to delete
any information regarding this session.

